Findhorn
Flower
Essences

For detailed information about
our products, our Kits
(Full Range of our Solo Flower, Gem & Element Essences)

combination
essences

and our Training Cources in Findhorn
please visit our website:
www.findhornessences.com
Life-force energy is that which vitalises all matter. And as
it flows through everything. it creates a unique vibratory
signature that endows a flower, gemstone or element with
its physical and therapeutic properties. Modern research
is now verifying that this unique vibratory signature can
be captured by water to create an ‘Essence’. Consequently,

an essence is...
an aqueous infusion of water endowed
with the unique vibratory signature of:
one (or multiple) flowers or one gemstone or one of the
elemental constructs of nature.

DO YOU KNOW...
Who are
‘Findhorn Flower Essences’?
Findhorn Flower Essences is a well
established and award winning business
with over 25 years experience in the
creation of essences and aromatherapy
mists. Our Essences are handmade in
the wild highlands of Scotland, in an
area of outstanding beauty using the
finest natural ingredients in accordance
with the traditional methods of Dr.
Edward Bach.

Our Combination Essences
are available in two bottle
types, for more flexible use:

Our Combination Essences
were created to help with
the common emotional
everyday issues.
They are specially formulated mixtures of our
SOLO Essences, a wide range of single flower
essences made at special times of the year known
as the Celtic ‘festivals’, when the spiritual energies
and nature’s life force are particularly potent.

30ml
Dropper
Bottles

We have combined our four bestselling Combination Essences with their
corresponding Essential Mist, to enhance
the formula's therapeutic properties by
providing a powerful dual action.
Gift Boxes include one Oral Spray (25ml)
and one Essential Mist (50ml) in the
combinations of: Eros, Psychic Protection,
Calm Me Down & Prosperity.

How do
Findhorn Essences work?
Our Essences are made through ‘sun infusion’ so
that the healing energy and vibrational pattern
of the flower, gem or element is imprinted in pure
water and preserved as an Essence. Essences dispel
emotional and mental blocks, rebalance the body’s
electrical system, stabilise the nervous system and
enable self healing.

How to choose
Findhorn Essences?
Natural Oral Remedies
Help address commonly shared issues
Made from unique combinations of
Flower, Element & Gem Essences

FINDHORN FLOWER ESSENCES
248 Pineridge, The Park, Findhorn, IV36 3TB,
Morayshire, Scotland, UK
T +44 (0) 1309690129

To select the most beneficial essence, see which
ones address negative qualities that challenge you,
and positive qualities you would like to enhance.
Search for key emotional, mental and spiritual
attributes, following your intuition. Read the keynote
descriptions and see which essences sound right.
Other methods include pendulum dowsing and
flower attunement card readings.

25ml
Oral
Sprays

Vital forces known as energy and electricity play a
major role in the maintenance of physical life. When
suppressed or out-of-control emotions impact our
energy centres (chakras), we experience stress,
tension and ‘dis-ease’. This is why vital life forces are
transmitted into the physical body by the etheric
body to maintain balance, harmony and wellbeing.

Essences are vibrational remedies that
influence the energetic patterns of
body, mind and soul that act as ‘liquid
drops of consciousness’. They help us
clear blockages that hinder incoming
life force.

Holy Grail
Embodiment

Enhance mental clarity and
concentration.

Love & nurture your inner
child and honour the person
you’ve become.

Body, Speech and Mind
in synthesis and rightful
expression.

PSYchic Protection *
Safe

Go With The Flow
Easy Going

maternal healing
Optimism

Fertility
Creativity

Protect yourself from
negative energies.

Relax your mind and enjoy
freedom of movement.

Support for emotional highs
and lows.

Conscious co-creation and
conception.

Healing The Cause
Get Well

Masculinity
Gentle-Man

Sexual Integrity
Tenderness

Living life in fullness and
acceptance.

Discovering the quest of the
masculine soul.

Open to love and intimacy.
Transform sexual trauma.

Spiritual Marriage

Teens
Cool-ness

Clear Light
Clarity

Transform emotional turmoil.

Let your light, beauty and
talent shine.

Eros *
Love
Express love freely and enrich
your relationships.

Heart Support
Peace

Why use Essences?

Inner Child
Nurture

Voice Confidence
Confidence

Calm Me Down *
Tranquility

Karma Clear
Freedom

Comfort and consolation in
matters of the heart.

Release the past and tensions
that bring pain, suffering &
unhappiness.

Sweet Dreams
Sleep Well

Energy Shield
Protection

Seasonal Affections
Soothe

Unwind and relax into
peaceful sleep.

Neutralise the effects of
electromagnetic stress.

Feel good whatever the
season.

Life Force
Energy

Prosperity *
Abundance

Femininity
Balance

Birthing
Empowering

Boost your energy, alleviate
tiredness and restore vitality.

Manifest your dreams and
goals. Succeed and prosper.

Support for female
wellbeing.

Bringing new life into this
world with ease and calm.

Equilibrium

Spontaneity, focus and
balance for the adolescent
mind-set.

Balancing masculine and
feminine.

HOW TO USE:
Combination Essences are most effective when
used frequently in small amounts. However, during
times of acute stress or shock:

Dropper Bottles
First Aid
Calm

Light Being
Lighthearted

Transformation
Release

Calming, soothing relief in any
crisis.

Lift your spirits and feel more
connected and joyful.

Change your ways and turn
over a new leaf.

Bon Voyage
Travel
Ease travel stress and
fatigue.

Use 7 drops under the tongue, 3 times a day.
Alternatively, use in a glass of water, in the bath
water, on a bed pillow, or by dropping the essence
directly onto your crown or heart chakra.

Oral Sprays

Spray 2 times under the tongue, 3 times per day, or
more frequently if needed.

